The last epidemic of bubonic plague in London occurred in 1665±1666, and brought to a close a period of more than three centuries during which the capital endured successive intermittent waves of this vector-borne illness. Three hundred years was adequate time for both the lay public and learned physicians to notice the failure of the medical profession with regard to the prevention and treatment of plague, and the failure did much to call into question the Galenical roots of medieval medicine. The medical crisis of medieval Europe led to a crisis in the medical profession itself, resulting in movement away from`medical education based on textual analysis rather than on clinical investigation and hypothesis' 1 . Epidemiology, based for a thousand years on Galen's Book of Fevers, was the subject of great new interest which became manifest in`plague treatises', of which over 250 were written between 1350 and 1500 2 . Thousands of copies of these treatises survive.
Plague treatises generally described this new clinical entity in some detail, recognizably the disease we know as plague today. The disease was apparently not known to classical writers, and was thus another challenge to their authority, although some medieval and later writers tried to stretch the boundaries of existing diagnostic categories. There was usually a brief section on therapeutics as well. This section was typically brief because physicians had even less hope of therapeutic effect against the plague than they had of preventing it.
Thus, when the last plague struck, new views of scienti®c knowledge were taking hold; Galileo had been active twenty-®ve years earlier and Copernicus a century before that. Anne Van Arsdall has written,`The scienti®c revolution that began in the sixteenth century and drastically altered human understanding of nature and the universe affected medicine as well' 3 . But at the same time plague's causal organism, Yersinia pestis, was not yet known; indeed, the idea of a causal organism was not yet known. The ecology of¯eas, rats, and Yersinia was not understood, and truly effective treatment was to wait until the advent of antibiotics in the twentieth century. So when plague struck at this critical juncture in the history of medicine, what were the recommendations for treatment? This paper presents excerpts from two authoritative medical books of that period, which illustrate differing views on the effects of Galenical pharmaceuticals in the cure of this disease. Both texts include the claim that they are supported by empirical observation rather than merely by the learned medical writers of the past, yet the two are substantially different in approach and conclusions.
JOHN WOODALL
John Woodall (1556±1643) was surgeon-general to the East India Company. He was an early advocate of the use of citrus fruits in the prevention of scurvy, anticipating by a century James Lind's report to the Royal Navy. Woodall published an in¯uential guide called The Surgeon's Mate, written for an audience who had completed their apprenticeship yet desired`some further helpes for their pro®ciencies in Art'. A 1639 copy of this work is in the George F Smith Library Special Collections Department at the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey. Bound together with it is his treatise, De Peste, or The Plague, also a 1639 edition. Woodall lived through epidemics of bubonic plague which struck London in 1603 and 1625. It is this latter text which deals with the subject of theriac, a Galenical medicine that Woodall considers effective. Theriac, or Venice Treacle,`is a medicinal compound ®rst used in Rome as a remedy against poison, then for centuries as a preventive and cure-all. Numerous recipes for it exist: about 70 drugs [herbal, animal, and mineral] were pulverized and reduced with honey to an electuary, a medicated paste prepared with honey or other sweet substance and taken by rubbing on the teeth or gums. Compounding and use of treacle from Rome into the Renaissance and beyond has been documented' 3 . Here is the report from Woodall in seventeenth century London, according to which theriac is to be administered as a cordial, i.e. mixed in a liquid and drunk:
For without all doubt, no Medicine can be generally so safe, for the ®rst intention and entrance upon this cure of the Plague, as is a true Diaphoretick or sweat-provoking Cordiall Medicine, whether it be taken by way of a Preservative [preventive], or as a Curative Medicine, as ancient Writers testi®e.
And namely, Galen, the Prince of Physicians, attributeth unto Antidotes the whole Cure of the disease of the Plague; and by Antidotes, he meaneth Medicines Cordiall and Preservative, such as by opening the pores, provoke sweat. . . .
The chiefe Cordialls in generall use, are those that follow.
Theriac. Andromach, or the true Venice Treacle, and not inferior to it is Mithridate. Democrat. both of which are now truly [correctly] made in London.
Also London Treacle is a very good Antidote or preservative well-approved, and Electuar. De Ovo, or the Electuary of the Egge is also a very sure good Cordiall: also Theriac. Diaressar. by the ancient writers, called the poore mans Treacle, by myself much experienced, and all approved to be good . . . , being Diaphoreticks, or Medicines provoking sweat . . . , and thereby opening obstructions, and by evaporation expurging venome, and refreshing nature, and so by consequent, curing the Plague' 4 .
As to the electuary of egg, he provides a recipe later on, and adds,`[I]t is a most precious Medicine, by myselfe very often tryed; I have often made the aforesaid Receit, and used it out with good successe'.
Note that this medical treatise from 1639 not only attributes curative properties to theriac cordials in the treatment of plague but also states that they are`in general use' at that time. Claims of therapeutic ef®cacy are supported by two kinds of evidence: ancient writers testify to their effects, and Woodall himself has empirical observations supporting such contentions. He states that he is`by myself much experienced' in giving treacle, and has also administered electuary of egg`with good success'.
NATHANIEL HODGES
Another individual who recorded his observations of plague ®rst-hand was Nathaniel Hodges (1629±1688), a physician who remained in London during the epidemic in 1665. Most physicians¯ed the capital at that time either because of fear or to follow their wealthy clientele. The renowned physician Sydenham relocated, as did Alston, the president of the College of Physicians 5 . Hodges' book based upon his observations and experience was published in Latin in 1672 as Aoimologia Sive Pestis . . . and in English in 1720 as Loimologia or an historical Account of the Plague in London in 1665, With precautionary Directions against the like contagion. Columbia University Health Sciences Library has this translation, prepared by John Quincy (`apothecary and physician'), and Columbia also has the original Latin text elsewhere.
Hodges is less optimistic than Woodall: he does not believe that any particular class of pharmaceutical cures the plague. He straightforwardly acknowledges that thè pestilential infection is extremely dangerous, and doubtful as to its consequences, very few being spared by it . . .'. He does not offer respectful elegiac passages commending Galen; he relies more heavily on his experience, nor is his experience necessarily concordant with that of the ancients. For example, while he does believe with most of his contemporaries that`purges are justly reckoned amongst Medicines of great Ef®cacy,' he is willing to withhold judgment when he feels he has no evidence, adding,`whether or no they are to be used in the Case before us [i.e., to treat plague] is a Dif®culty, and full of Controversy among Physicians; . . . wherefore I shall go no further than what my own Practice hath enabled me to judge concerning it'. He is able to reject a treatment accepted by his contemporaries, such as bloodlettingÐ`I should pass it by as fatal'.
Hodges is certainly capable of misjudgments, as when he recommends emetics`in the Infancy of the Disease', for emetics do not in fact work against plague. Perhaps he had seen cases not far advanced which improved on their own, or were conditions other than plague which resolved spontaneously. A similar explanation helps us make sense of his report on the effects of`Troches made of the Flesh of a Rattle-Snake, from which I found more success amongst the Sick, than those [troches made from species of snakes] we commonly have here. The Powder of Toads was likewise prodigiously extolled by everybody; but I found more Success in Spirits of Hartshorn'.
The most interesting passages in Hodges' book occur when his clinical experience is clearly at odds with Galenical teachings. When his ®ndings are not concordant with ancient writers he makes a show of being reluctant to criticizeÐperhaps because he expects shock or opposition from other physiciansÐbut presents his observations as de®nitive. Here is an example of an observation concerning one of the`simple' (uncompounded) remedies called bezoar (a`stone' reported since ancient times to have antidote and therapeutic properties):
. . . I know nothing amongst the Simples that hath so obtained, for Ages together, as the Oriental Bezoar, and which still hath so great a Name; yet without having an Inclination to contradict a received Opinion, I have been so convinced by a Multitude of Trials, that the Truth will speak for itself, which manifestly denies its Virtues [i.e. bezoar's healing properties] to be at all equivalent to its value [expense]: And I have truly given it in Powder many times to 40 or 50 Grains, without any manner of Effect: and I dare af®rm that the Bezoar with which I made these trials was genuine.' Woodall, whose respect for the classics is greater, records his own observations, but they are seemingly quite concordant with Galen. Both writers lived at the end of a broad era in which classical medical texts were the most compendious and authoritative sources of advice on pharmaceuticals and other therapies: in their time it became increasingly acceptable to reject the classics in favour of empirical observations. At the same time, scienti®c observations in medicine had as yet produced just a few refutations of old sources and precious little to substitute for them. Thus, various mixtures of the classical tradition and early modern science coexisted in medical texts during the seventeenth century in England, because of intense interest and practical need for effective treatments in the context of this transitional period in the history of science.
